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Guys in Disguise
Dating Format

Because love comes in all shapes and sizes!

A new, surprise-filled factual dating format that puts the fun back in dating! In each episode one sexy single meets two guys in the hope that she will find true love. After two first dates with each of them, she must decide which one she would like to see again. Sound simple?

Not quite… there are a couple of surprises waiting for her along the way! When she meets her dates she realizes that they are dressed in weird and wild costumes, fully disguised from her! In a world where looks are often placed above all else, she will have to get to know them without seeing them!

And after the two dates with each guy in disguise, she is confronted with one more twist – both her dates know who she is, have seen her before and have admired her from afar. Before deciding which secret admirer she will choose, she will meet each of them one final time and find out who they really are! They will meet at the place that they first saw each other – it might be a local café, the gym or even her high school! Will she recognize them when they remove their costume? And will she choose the admirer that she liked best when in disguise, or will the big reveal change everything?

‘Guys in Disguise’ is a show that proves you can never know what form love will take!
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